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Abstract—New methods are presented for increasing the bandwidth
of wire antennas using impedance loading. This paper extends
the seminal Wu-King theory of the internal impedance profile that
produces travelling-wave only current modes on a center-fed dipole
antenna. It also presents a numerical optimization methodology based
on Central Force Optimization, a new deterministic multidimensional
search and optimization metaheuristic useful for problems in applied
electromagnetics. A CFO-optimized loaded monopole antenna is
described in detail and compared to the same structure loaded with
a fractional Wu-King profile. The CFO monopole generally performs
better than other designs using either the full or fractional Wu-King
profiles or the extended Wu-King profiles. The methods described in
this paper should be useful in any wire antenna design that utilizes
impedance loading to increase bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes two methods for increasing wire antenna
bandwidth using impedance loading: (1) an extension of the seminal
analytic Wu-King loading profile, and (2) a numerical approach
based on Central Force Optimization. The notion of increasing
antenna bandwidth by adding impedance loading has been around
for long time, at least since the early 1950s. In 1953, for example,
Willoughby published his Patent Specification for “An Improved
Wide Band Aerial” [1]. It discloses wire antenna elements that
include a multiplicity of individual resistors, or wire segments with
different conductivity, whose resistance values increase exponentially
with distance from the radio-frequency (RF) source.
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In 1961, Altshuler described a “Traveling-Wave Linear An-
tenna” [2] whose input impedance was essentially constant over an
octave in frequency. The flat response resulted from inserting a 240Ω
resistor one-quarter wavelength (λ/4) from the end of a wire radiating
element. Altshuler determined the value and location of the loading re-
sistance by analogizing the antenna to an open-ended transmission line.
His analysis is based on the relationship between a line’s characteristic
impedance, Z0, and a wire antenna’s expansion parameter Ψ. Physi-
cally, Ψ represents the ratio of the antenna’s surface vector potential to
its axial current, and is approximately constant along the radiator as
long as the current is not too small. For a dipole of half-length h and
radius a, Ψ ≈ 2[ln(2h

a )− 1], and the corresponding loading resistance
that produces an approximately travelling wave current distribution is
on the order of 60Ψ ohms.

Altshuler’s initial work on resistive loading was extended by Wu
and King (WK) in a seminal paper published in 1965 [3]. Instead of
using a single lumped resistance, WK assumed a continuously variable
resistance along a center-fed dipole (CFD) antenna. The objective
of their analysis was to determine an impedance loading profile that
resulted in a purely travelling wave current mode. The WK profile has
been the basis of most if not all subsequent work on impedance-loaded
wire elements.

The performance achieved by continuously loaded antennas over
the years has been impressive. For example, Kanda [4] built a
small receive-only loaded-CFD field probe using the full WK profile
that exhibited essentially flat response from HF to beyond 1 GHz.
Both resistive and capacitive loading were employed by depositing a
segmented, conductive thin-film of varying thickness on a glass rod
substrate. Reactive loading was achieved by burning away with a laser
narrow rings between conductive segments. Unfortunately, this field
sensor was so heavily loaded that its radiation efficiency was far too
low for use as a transmit antenna (transfer function typically below
−22 dB). The full WK profile tends to load the antenna very heavily
with an attendant substantial reduction in radiation efficiency.

This issue was addressed by Rama Rao and Debroux (RD),
who designed, fabricated and measured a continuously loaded high
frequency (HF) monopole [5, 6]. Because the full WK profile generally
results in poor efficiency, the RD monopole used a fractional loading
profile equal to 0.3 times the Wu-King profile (“30% profile”), along
with a fixed, lumped-element matching network. Besides fractional
profiles, other loading profiles have been proposed that combine
resistance and inductance to improve bandwidth and efficiency [7].
Recently, Lestari et al. revisited the WK analysis in order to develop an
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optimal linear loading profile for a ground penetrating radar bow-tie
antenna [8]. Additional analyses of dipole structures generally appear
in [9–12].

This paper describes a modification to the WK profile that
results in higher radiation efficiency by increasing the average antenna
current while maintaining the traveling-wave current mode necessary
for increased bandwidth. Because the fields radiated by an antenna
are proportional to its Idl product (current moment), increasing the
average current increases the radiated fields, which, in turn, improves
efficiency. The current distribution produced by the WK loading profile
decays linearly along the antenna. The improved profile produces a
traveling-wave current mode with a power law decay, of which the WK
profile is a special case.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview
of the Wu-King theory, while Section 3 describes the extension of
that theory. The extended theory is applied to the RD HF monopole
as a design example in Section 4. Section 5 applies Central Force
Optimization to the loaded monopole problem and compares its results
to the performance of the analytic loading profiles. Section 6 is the
conclusion.

2. WU-KING THEORY

The WK model assumes that the CFD has an internal impedance
profile along the wire element given by Zi(z) = Ri(z) + jXi(z),
where Zi(z) is the (complex) internal impedance per unit length
(ohms/meter) consisting of lineal resistance Ri(z) and reactance Xi(z)
with j =

√−1. z is the distance from the RF source. WK develops
the differential equation satisfied by the CFD’s current Iz(z) and then
determines by inspection that a traveling-wave current mode exists for
one particular impedance profile Zi.

The WK current distribution is Iz(z) ≈ (1− |z|
h ) exp (−j k0 |z| ),

which consists of the product of a linearly decreasing (“straight line”)
amplitude factor (1− |z|

h ) and a traveling wave propagation factor
in the complex exponential term exp (−j k0|z|). k0 = 2π/λ0 is
the wavenumber. The propagation factor represents a current wave
progressing outward along each dipole arm. There is no reflected wave
propagating toward the source to form a standing wave pattern, and
consequently no resonance effect.

This current distribution exists only when the CFD element has a
specific “1/z” internal impedance profile. The required profile is given
by Zi(z) = 60(Ψ/h)

1− |z|
h

, where Ψ = ΨR + jΨI is the complex expansion
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parameter [2, 3] with real and imaginary parts subscripted R and I,
respectively. Ψ is the ratio of the antenna element’s surface vector
potential to axial current, and is approximately constant along its
length. The 1/z profile is the basis for the resistive loading used in [4–
7].

The expansion parameter is defined as [3]

Ψ = 2
[
sinh−1

(
h

a

)
− C(2k0a, 2k0h)− jS(2k0a, 2k0h)

]

+
j

k0h
[1− exp (−j2k0h) ] .

C and S are the generalized sine and cosine integrals [3, 13] given by
C(b, x) =

∫ x
0

1−cos(W )
W du, S(b, x) =

∫ x
0

sin(W )
W du, W =

√
u2 + b2.

Because Ψ is frequency dependent, it usually is evaluated at the
antenna’s fundamental half-wave resonance, that is, λ0 = 4h (see [3]
for details). As discussed below, however, this choice is not necessarily
the best. Of course, the design frequency f0 (Hz) at which Ψ is
evaluated and the corresponding wavelength λ0 (meters) are related
by f0 λ0 = c ≈ 2.998 × 108 m/s where c is the free-space velocity of
light. Note that the design frequency f0 for evaluating Ψ is not the
RF source frequency.

3. IMPROVED ANALYTIC LOADING PROFILE

The WK 1/z profile is a special case of a more general profile that
results in higher radiation efficiency. The first step in deriving the
generalized profile is to assume a power law traveling-wave current
distribution. The next step is to substitute this assumed current
distribution into the current equation developed by WK, which then
yields the condition that must be satisfied by the element’s internal
impedance in order to generate traveling-wave-only modes. This
approach is fundamentally different than in [3] because the loading
profile for a particular traveling-wave current mode now is an unknown
which is determined by solving the appropriate equations.

The generalized CFD current distribution is assumed to be of the
form Iz(z) = C(h−|z| ) ν exp (−jk0 |z| ) where C is a complex constant
determined by the current at the feed point. Instead of the WK linear
decay, the current amplitude now decays with a power law variation
(h−|z| ) ν with exponent ν (profile exponent). As in [3], exp (−jk0 |z| )
is the travelling wave propagation factor. When ν = 1 the Wu and King
case is recovered, but when ν 6= 1 the more general case is obtained.
Figure 1 shows typical current amplitude distributions parametric in
the profile exponent ν, I0 being the CFD’s feed point current. It is
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Figure 1. CFD current distributions parametric in profile exponent ν.

apparent that values of ν less than unity create significantly higher
average antenna currents. Radiating elements with these current
distributions are more efficient than those using the 1/z loading profile
corresponding to ν = 1.

The improved internal impedance profile is determined as follows.
The derivatives dIz

dz and d2Iz
dz2 are computed and substituted into the

equation satisfied by Iz(z), Equation (11) in [3]. The resulting equation
is satisfied by the auxiliary function f(z) introduced in Equation (9)
in [3]. The solution for f(z) is f(z) = 2ν (h− |z|)ν−2{1− j ν−1

2k0(h−|z|)},
which generalizes Equation (12) in [3] and recovers it when ν = 1. The
extended impedance profile that produces travelling-wave-only modes
is determined by f(z).

The loading profile resistance and reactance per unit length (units
of ohms/meter) are computed from f(z) to be

Ri(z) = 60ν(h− |z|)ν−2

{
ΨR − (1− ν)ΨI

2k0(h− |z|)
}

(1a)

Xi(z) = 60ν(h− |z|)ν−2

{
ΨI +

(1− ν)ΨR

2k0(h− |z|)
}

(1b)

The corresponding lineal inductance (henrys/meter) or capacitance
(farads/meter) are Li = Xi/ω0 and Ci = 1/(ω0 Xi), respectively, for
Xi ≥ 0 and Xi < 0. The circular frequency is ω0 = 2πf0 where f0 is
the design frequency (Hz) at which Ψ is computed. While f0 usually is
the antenna’s half-wave resonant frequency, this is not necessarily the
best choice as discussed in [14, 15].

The improved loading profile in Equation (1) above contains both
resistance and reactance. But many practical designs employ only
resistive loading because excellent results often are achieved even
without the reactive component (see [5, 6], for example). In the
monopole antenna designs discussed below only resistive loading is
considered.
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4. LOADED HF MONOPOLE USING ANALYTIC
PROFILE

Rama Rao and Debroux’s work provides a useful analytical and
experimental benchmark for testing the improved loading profile. They
designed, fabricated and measured a 35-foot tall, 2-inch diameter,
continuously resistively loaded base-fed monopole antenna using full
and fractional WK profiles. The loading profile was computed using
WK theory and the antenna performance modeled with the NEC
Method of Moments code version 3 (see below). The antenna then was
built using different loading profiles, and extensive measurements were
made of its performance [5, 6]. The measured RD data validated both
the WK model and NEC’s results, to quote, “The input impedance
values predicted by both theories are in good qualitative agreement
with the measured results and confirm the non-resonant behavior of
the antenna.” [5, p. 1226].

NEC-modeled monopole performance thus agrees well with
measured data, thereby validating NEC as an accurate predictive tool
for loaded wire element antenna design. The results reported here also
are computed using NEC; but, instead of the RD loading profiles, new
profiles are applied using the extended WK theory and a numerical
optimization algorithm. This paper therefore compares its analytical
results directly to RD’s analytical results through the NEC modeling
engine. This paper does not, however, report new measurement results
using the modified loading profiles because, based on how well the
RD measured and NEC-computed data agree, there is no reason even
to suspect that NEC does not accurately calculate the monopole’s
performance.

The objectives of the RD design were (1) as flat as possible
an impedance bandwidth and (2) a stable radiation pattern at low
take-off angles to support long range HF links from 5 to 30 MHz.
A continuously varying resistance along the antenna was created by
coating a dielectric substrate with variable thickness chromium film.
The RD design resulted in a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
≤ 2 : 1 relative to 50 Ω and radiation efficiency in the range 15%–
36%. Because VSWR fluctuated substantially, achieving the VSWR
objective required the use of a 6-element matching network and 4 : 1
transformer, a tradeoff that appears to be typical. As the impedance
response is progressively flattened in a loaded antenna, the radiation
efficiency drops, often precipitously, and vice versa. The improved
loading profile described here mitigates this effect.

Equation (1) above was used to compute a discrete resistance-
only loading profile for the RD monopole geometry, that is, a base-
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fed element h = 10.668 meters tall, a = 0.0254 meters radius on a
PEC (perfectly electrically conducting) ground plane. Because single-
element lumped resistances are used, a filamentary antenna wire could
be used instead of the 2-inch diameter substrate. But the same
geometry as the RD monopole was modeled because the antenna’s
length-to-diameter ratio does influence its bandwidth, although in this
case the effect is minor (a maximum bandwidth metallic monopole
element has h ∼ 10a [16]).

The fundamental half-wave resonance of 7.028 MHz was used
as the design frequency. The generalized sine/cosine integrals
were numerically evaluated using 32-point Gauss quadrature (see
generally [13]). The antenna was modeled with NEC-2D (Numerical
Electromagnetics Code Version 2 Double Precision), which was used
because it is freely available online [17]. NEC’s modeling guidelines
and the model validation procedure described in [18, 19] were followed,
and as a check the antenna was modeled with the most recent version
of NEC as well (NEC-4.1D). Both versions of NEC yield essentially
the same results.

Fourteen equal-length segments were used with each segment
loaded at its midpoint using NEC “LD” cards. The loading resistance
value was calculated segment-by-segment as Rk

L = Ri(zc
k) · ∆, k =

1, . . . , 14 where ∆ = h/14 is the constant segment length and zc
k =

(2k − 1)∆
2 is the z coordinate at the center of the kth segment. A

typical NEC input file appears in Figure 2.
Runs were made using the profile exponent values in Figure 1,

and the corresponding loading profiles are plotted in Figure 3. The
heaviest loading is the full WK profile corresponding to ν = 1. The
resistor in the first segment has a value of 45.2 Ω, while the last segment
at the top of the monopole is loaded with 1220 Ω. Corresponding
values for the least heavily loaded profile, ν = 0.05, are 0.27Ω and
461.4Ω Interestingly, the loading resistance increases with increasing
profile exponent at all segments except the last where the three highest
resistances in increasing order correspond to ν values of 1, 0.8, and
0.4. But for all values of ν the data reflect the typical characteristic of
progressively increasing resistance with distance from the RF source
as seen in [1, 3–8]. As will be seen below, however, monotonically
increasing profiles are not necessarily the best.

Figures 4 and 5 plot the monopole’s input resistance and
reactance. As for all plots in this paper, calculated data points are
marked by symbols, and the continuous curves connecting data points
have been interpolated using a natural cubic spline. As expected,
excursions in the antenna’s input impedance increase with decreasing
profile exponent. The most heavily loaded profiles, ν = 1 , 0.8,
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Figure 2. Extended loading profile NEC input file for ν = 0.4.

Figure 3. Discrete extended
theory loading profiles.

Figure 4. Loaded monopole
input resistance.

show the flattest responses, especially for the input resistance. For
comparison, the input impedance of the antenna with no loading
(“metallic” monopole, ν = 0) is plotted as well, and, of course, it
exhibits the greatest variability.

Radiation efficiency appears in Figure 6. The effect of the profile
exponent is dramatic. At 5MHz, for example, the heavily loaded WK
profile with ν = 1 results in an efficiency of less than 4%, while the
very light loading profile ν = 0.05 increases it to nearly 70%. As with
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Figure 5. Loaded monopole
input reactance.

Figure 6. Loaded monopole
radiation efficiency.

Figure 7. Loaded monopole
VSWR//300Ω.

Figure 8. Loaded monopole
maximum power gain.

the input impedance, lower values of profile exponent result in greater
variability with frequency. At any given frequency, efficiency increases
with decreasing exponent values.

Figure 7 plots the loaded monopole’s VSWR versus frequency
assuming a 300 Ω feed system characteristic impedance (the value used
in [5]). As expected, the flattest response is achieved with the heaviest
loading. But, somewhat surprisingly, the ν = 0.8 curve is consistently
better than the ν = 1 curve. Compared to the full WK profile, the
ν = 0.8 profile provides both better radiation efficiency and VSWR
performance. Profiles with ν = 0.4, 0.15, 0.05, in that order, result in
higher and more variable VSWR’s. The profile with ν = 0.4 provides
what likely is the best tradeoff between VSWR and radiation efficiency.
Loading at this level results in radiation efficiencies between about
18% and 41% with a VSWR below 2 : 1 at all frequencies above
approximately 8 MHz without any matching network. Between 5 and
8MHz the VSWR decreases quickly from approximately 4.6 : 1 to
2 : 1. As a general proposition, matching VSWR levels up to 10 : 1
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in a fairly narrow band is readily accomplished with a simple, low-loss
network. But because some matching must be done for each profile,
the ν = 0.15 profile may in fact be the best because it provides much
higher efficiencies, between about 39% and 62%, with a maximum
VSWR below 10 : 1 that falls quickly to approximately 2.5 : 1 at
10MHz and thereafter remaining below that level.

Maximum power gain (product of directive gain and radiation
efficiency) and radiation patterns for the loaded monopole appear in
Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Gain was computed at 10◦ increments
in the polar angle 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ in NEC’s standard right-handed
polar coordinate system. The maximum gain value over these angles
is plotted. Gain increases with lighter loading, as expected, and the
penalty paid for heavy loading is substantial. At 5 MHz, for example,
the ν = 1 profile’s gain just above−10 dBi is more than 13 dB below the
gain with ν = 0.05 loading. The gap generally narrows with increasing
frequency, but it remains significant across the HF band, greater than
7 dB or so.

The radiation patterns, which were computed at 1◦ increments in
θ, show generally smooth variations without a great deal of lobing.
Note that θ = 0◦ is in the direction of the zenith and θ = 90◦
the horizon, so that moderate take-off angles for long-distance links
generally are in the range 60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 80◦. In all cases the pattern
is smoothest at 5 MHz. More scalloping develops with increasing
frequency at all loading levels, and at a given frequency with lighter
loading. As a reference, patterns for the unloaded metallic monopole
are included, and, as expected, they show the greatest lobing. The
gains with 0.05 ≤ ν ≤ 0.4 over angles of interest are for the most
part comparable, and there is no clear basis for selecting one loading
profile over another. The heavier loading profiles, by contrast, exhibit
substantially lower gains and consequently are less desirable.

5. LOADED HF MONOPOLE USING NUMERICAL
PROFILE

This section describes a numerical technique for computing an
optimized loading profile using Central Force Optimization (CFO).
CFO is a deterministic metaheuristic for global search and optimization
that has been applied to problems in applied electromagnetics and
tested against recognized benchmark suites [20–34]. While more
efficient versions of the algorithm have been implemented recently
on a GPU using multiple topologies (contact author for details), the
parameter-free implementation described in [20] was used to determine
an optimized loading profile for the RD HF monopole discussed in §4
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Figure 9. Loaded monopole radiation patterns.

(see also [23]).
The objective function being maximized is f(RL)=min(ε)+min(Gmax)

∆V SWR2.5

where RL = (R1
L, R2

L, . . . , R14
L ) is the vector of load resistor values

segment-by-segment along the monopole. The feasible space (allowable
solutions) was 0 ≤ Rk

L ≤ 1000Ω, k = 1 , . . . , 14, chosen because
analytical results suggest that maximum required load resistances are
on the order of several hundred ohms. Of course, the decision space
may be expanded or contracted based on many factors, for example,
previous experience, data suggesting regions of “good” solutions (for
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example, an analytical profile from §4), a “best guess,” or practical
constraints related to fabricating the antenna. The decision space size
influences how well CFO or other optimizers work, which consequently
also may be a factor in its specification.

f(RL)’s functional form was chosen to return greater values for
loading profiles that result in greater gain and efficiency and reduced
variability in VSWR. min(ε) is the minimum radiation efficiency across
the 5–30 MHz band (computed every 1 MHz), while min(Gmax) is the
corresponding minimum value of maximum total power gain. ∆V SWR
is the difference between maximum and minimum VSWR relative to a
feed system characteristic impedance Z0 = 300Ω. The exponent of 2.5
for this term was chosen empirically.

Of course, other functional forms could be used that might provide
even better results. For example, a more general form than the
one above is f(RL) = c1·min(ε)+c2·min(Gmax)

∆V SWRc3 , which provides greater
flexibility by including three user-specified constants, c1, c2, c3. A
still more general form might contain coefficients and exponents that
are frequency-dependent, ci(fMHz), in order to improve performance
in certain frequency ranges. Other functional forms could be used that
reflect a completely different balance between the monopole’s various
performance measures.

One of CFO’s major advantages over other optimizers is its
determinism. Every CFO run with the same setup parameters yields
the same results, in contrast to inherently stochastic optimizers that
yield different outcomes on successive runs. In addition, many
optimization algorithms require the user to provide several parameters
specific to the algorithm, whereas CFO can be implemented parameter-
free so that the only user input is the objective function to be
maximized.

For “real world” problems such as the loaded monopole design,
CFO allows the user to focus on the more important issues of the
objective function’s form and its parameter values. Because only one
CFO run is required, the effects of changing the objective function’s
form or parameter values can be investigated directly, which cannot
be done with a stochastic optimizer whether or not it requires user-
input parameters. The decision space’s topology is determined by the
objective function’s form and parameter values, and changing any of
these changes the topology being searched. In general there is no way
to know which topology actually produces the “best” antenna design.
Even when the optimizer accurately locates the global maxima for a
particular topology, it is entirely possible, even likely, that some other
decision space may yield a better antenna. This question is more easily
addressed with a deterministic optimizer such as CFO than it is with
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a stochastic optimizer whose results never are the same.
The CFO optimization run reported here employs the parameter-

free implementation described in [20] with directional information
included in errant probe repositioning described in [31] and the
following hard-wired parameter values: F init

rep = 0.5, ∆Frep = 0.1,
γstart = 0, γstop = 1, ∆γ = 0.1, Nd = 14, (Np/Nd)max = 4, Nt = 120.
Pseudocode appears in Figure 10. Readers wishing to implement their
own versions of the program are advised to consult [20] for additional
information that is beyond the scope of this paper.

Evolution of the optimizer’s best fitness (objective function value),
average probe distance (Davg), and CFO’s best probe number are

[20]

[20]

[20]

[31]

(see [27,29]):

[31]

[20]

[20]

Figure 10. Parameter-free CFO Pseudocode (Ω is the decision space).
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plotted in Figures 11–13, respectively. The fitness exhibits five main
plateaus with three smaller (shorter duration) ones. This type of
behavior has been seen in other antenna related problems, and may
be characteristic of antenna decision spaces (see, for example, [23, 25]).
Davg is the average distance step-by-step between CFO’s probe with
the best fitness and all other probes. Davg decreases as probes cluster
around the global maximum, approaching zero as all probes coalesce
onto the maximum. The best probe number plot shows how the probe
returning the best fitness changes throughout a run. These plots and
their significance are discussed at length in [20].

The CFO-optimized loading profile is shown in Figures 14 and
15. Figure 14 tabulates where each loading resistor is placed along the
monopole’s height and its value, while Figure 15 plots the resistance
as a function of segment number. These figures are interesting because
the numerically optimized profile is quite different than the profiles
computed using the original WK theory or the extension developed in
this paper.

Figure 11. CFO best fitness. Figure 12. CFO Davg.

Figure 13. CFO best probe
number.

Height (meters) Resistance (Ω ) 

0.381 82.7045

1.143

1.905

2.667

3.429

4.191

4.953

5.715

6.477

7.239

8.001

8.763

9.525

10.287

29.3115

9.2825

7.1540

7.3978

7.3102

27.5870

26.5575

24.7010

22.8015

20.8245

16.4492

11.4537

9.4720

Figure 14. CFO-optimized
loading profile.
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Figure 15. CFO-optimized monopole loading profile.

Figure 16. CFO-optimized NEC input file.

In those profiles the loading resistance increases monotonically
with increasing distance from the excitation point. The CFO profile,
in marked contrast, starts with a high resistance that decreases
approximately monotonically over about half the monopole height,
then jumps to a higher value and thereafter continues to decrease
monotonically. This behavior is quite different from the analytic
profiles, and shows clearly that the WK theory and its extension are
not a complete solution to the problem of creating travelling wave-only
current modes using impedance loading.

Figure 16 shows the CFO-optimized monopole’s NEC input file,
and Figures 17–21 plot the NEC-2D results. The input resistance
varies gradually with frequency from about 175 Ω to 575 Ω, and the
reactance exhibits a similar variation between approximately −220Ω
and +120Ω. These variations are moderate and should be expected to
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Figure 17. CFO loaded
monopole input impedance.

Figure 18. CFO loaded
monopole radiation efficiency.

Figure 19. CFO Loaded
Monopole VSWR//300 Ω.

Figure 20. CFO loaded
monopole maximum gain.

Figure 21. CFO loaded monopole radiation pattern.

result in a similarly moderate VSWR variation. Four resonant points
(Xin = 0) appear below approximately 7.5, 15, 21 and 27.5 MHz at
alternate resonances and anti-resonances in the monopole structure.

Figure 18 plots the monopole’s radiation efficiency which ranges
from a low of about 9% to a maximum of 45%. The worst efficiency
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occurs at the lowest frequency, 5 MHz, as expected; but it increases
quickly to about 15% near 7 MHz. Thereafter it exhibits an oscillatory
behavior with a minimum slightly less than 20% near 19 MHz. The
radiation efficiency of the CFO-optimized monopole is comparable to
that using the analytically computed profiles discussed in §4.

Perhaps the most important single measure of the loaded
monopole’s effectiveness is its VSWR, which is plotted in Figure 19.
VSWR//300Ω is below 2 : 1 at all frequencies above approximately
5.3MHz. Maximum VSWR is about 2.2 : 1 at 5 MHz. Thus, the CFO
optimized monopole meets the standing wave ratio design objective
essentially across the entire 5–30MHz HF band without any matching
network, which is quite significant because none of the analytic loading
profiles performs as well. The CFO-optimized antenna is simpler, uses
lower value resistance, does not require a continuously varying profile,
and avoids the insertion losses inherent in any matching network.

The final measures of the CFO-optimized monopole’s effectiveness
are its maximum gain and radiation patterns, which are plotted in
Figures 20 and 21. These patterns are similar to those produced by
the analytic profiles.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented two new approaches to broadbanding wire
antennas using impedance loading: (1) an analytic method based on
extending the seminal Wu-King theory for the internal impedance
profile that produces purely travelling wave current modes; and (2)
a numerical method based on the deterministic metaheuristic Central
Force Optimization. The extended analytic profiles provide results
generally better than the full or fractional WK profiles, and the
CFO-optimized loading profile is better yet. These new techniques,
especially CFO, should be useful in any broadband antenna design that
incorporates impedance loading. CFO source code and any papers
not freely accessible online are available upon request to the author
(rf2@ieee.org).
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